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Bad to the bone: facial structure predicts
unethical behaviour
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Researchers spanning many scientific domains, including primatology, evolutionary biology and psychology,

have sought to establish an evolutionary basis for morality. While researchers have identified social and

cognitive adaptations that support ethical behaviour, a consensus has emerged that genetically determined

physical traits are not reliable signals of unethical intentions or actions. Challenging this view, we show that

genetically determined physical traits can serve as reliable predictors of unethical behaviour if they are also

associated with positive signals in intersex and intrasex selection. Specifically, we identify a key physical attri-

bute, the facial width-to-height ratio, which predicts unethical behaviour in men. Across two studies, we

demonstrate that men with wider faces (relative to facial height) are more likely to explicitly deceive their

counterparts in a negotiation, and are more willing to cheat in order to increase their financial gain. Impor-

tantly, we provide evidence that the link between facial metrics and unethical behaviour is mediated by a

psychological sense of power. Our results demonstrate that static physical attributes can indeed serve as

reliable cues of immoral action, and provide additional support for the view that evolutionary forces shape

ethical judgement and behaviour.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In his classic novel The Bad Seed, William March [1] tells the

story of a murderous genetic trait that is passed from gener-

ation to generation, leading to the ultimate conclusion that

some people are just ‘born evil’. This idea that nature plays a

dominant role in determining moral and ethical behaviour

is paralleled in a growing body of research examining the

evolutionary origins of morality. For instance, research in

animal cognition and comparative psychology has found

that primates demonstrate a sense of justice in the allocation

of collectively earned rewards [2,3], and can discern inten-

tional from accidental behaviour, a key aspect in making

ethical judgements [4]. Evolutionary psychologists have

taken a different approach and looked for evidence of

evolved moral characteristics in humans, arguing, for

example, that we have adapted an innate ability to detect

the unethical behaviour of others [5,6].

While this research has identified social and cognitive

adaptations that shape moral judgement and behaviour,

it has not adequately addressed the question of whether

genetically determined physical characteristics relate to

morality. Indeed, while some evidence exists that transi-

tory facial cues (e.g. facial tension, posed smiling) are

reliable signals of ethically questionable behaviour

[7,8], the idea that persistent facial characteristics can

predict unethical action has largely been dismissed out

of hand. As Verplaetse et al. [8] argued, ‘On theoretical

grounds, it is unlikely that predictive cheater detection

mechanisms could rely on permanent facial features

revealed by neutral facial expressions’ (p. 261). From

an evolutionary perspective, reliable physical signals of

unethical behaviour should eventually be selected out of

the gene pool [7,9].
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We propose that one exception to this rule of nature may

be the case where physical associates of evolutionarily desir-

able characteristics (e.g. physical dominance) are highly

correlated with other, less socially acceptable actions (e.g.

cheating). More concretely, we posit that aggression, a

trait that is positively associated with mate preference

[10], will also be correlated with unethical behaviour.

Thus, physical traits that have been selected as reliable sig-

nals of male dominance and aggression may also serve as

reliable predictors of morally questionable actions. In this

paper, we draw on recent research establishing a specific

physical metric, the facial width-to-height ratio (WHR),

as a signal of aggression in men, and we link this physical

measure to unethical behaviour. For the first time, we

show that persistent physical traits can indeed predict

unethical actions.
(a) Facial width-to-height ratio

The facial WHR is a sexually dimorphic trait (with men

having larger ratios than women) that is independent of

body size and is argued to have evolutionary origins [11].

Consistent with the idea that evolutionary pressures account

for this dimorphism, intrasex differences in facial WHRs

have been linked to aggression in men, with greater facial

WHRs associated with more aggressive behaviour [10,12].

For instance, men with greater facial WHRs are more

likely to retaliate to perceived slights by others [10] and

are more likely to act in their own self-interest, even if it

means violating another’s trust [13].

While this recent work has broadened our understand-

ing of the behavioural correlates of facial WHR, less is

known about the psychological underpinnings of these

relationships. We propose that one reason for the aggres-

sion and self-interest demonstrated by men with higher

facial WHRs [10,13] is that they feel more powerful. Indi-

viduals who feel powerful think and behave egocentrically
This journal is q 2011 The Royal Society
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(e.g. [14]), and power is often associated with aggressive

behaviour (e.g. [15]).

In turn, we expect that the feelings of power held by

men with relatively large facial WHRs will affect ethical

judgement and behaviour. Individuals who feel powerful

are more likely to act in their own self-interest and feel

less constrained by social norms or concerns [16].

Additionally, a general sense of power has been linked

directly to unethical behaviour, such as cheating [14].

Taken together, we predict that larger facial WHRs will

be positively related to unethical behaviour in men. We

expect that men with large facial WHRs will feel an elev-

ated sense of power, which, in turn, will be associated

with unethical behaviour.

(b) Overview of experiments

We tested our predictions in two studies examining two

different forms of unethical behaviour: deception and

cheating. In study 1, we measured participants’ facial

WHR and captured the degree to which they engaged in

deception during a negotiation. We predicted that men

would be more likely to engage in deception when they

had larger facial WHRs. In study 2, we measured partici-

pants’ facial WHRs as well as their general sense of power,

and presented them with an opportunity to cheat for finan-

cial gain. We expected that men’s facial WHR would predict

the degree of cheating behaviour, and that this relationship

would be mediated by feelings of power.
2. STUDY 1
We first tested our predictions in a negotiation context.

Understanding ethical behaviour in negotiation is impor-

tant because negotiations are both ubiquitous in everyday

life [17] and a domain where unethical behaviours,

including deception, are common and potentially harmful

[18]. Our goal in study 1 was to examine how men’s facial

WHR predicts the use of deception in negotiation.
3. METHOD
(a) Participants

One hundred and ninety-two Masters of Business Adminis-

tration students (96 dyads) participated in a negotiation as

part of a classroom exercise. In the negotiation, participants

were randomly assigned to play either a buyer or seller role.

Buyers and sellers were then randomly paired into dyads.1

The majority of our participants (59.9%, n ¼ 115) were

men, and composed the majority for both the buyer role

(53.1%, n ¼ 51) and the seller role (66.7%, n ¼ 64).

The sample was drawn from a population with an average

age of 28.

(b) Materials and procedure

Participants received their negotiation materials one week

before the negotiation. We used the Bullard Houses negotiation

exercise [19] in which a seller is interested in selling a property

to a buyer only if the buyer can guarantee that the property will

be preserved, and the buyer is unwilling to make any guaran-

tees. This exercise is characterized by a positive bargaining

zone in terms of financial concerns, but a negative bargaining

zone in terms of each party’s underlying interests. Specifically,

we instructed the seller not to sell the property unless they are

certain that the property will not be used for commercial use.

We informed buyers that if they purchased the property they
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will certainly develop it for commercial use. Buyers were also

informed that they could not reveal their specific intentions

for the property (the planned construction of a hotel).

(i) Deception

Our interest in this study was whether the buyer explicitly mis-

stated his or her intentions to the seller. The negotiation was

conducted via email, both to eliminate any potential interactive

effects of negotiators’ facial structure, and to provide us with a

negotiation transcript. Four coders independently evaluated

the transcripts for whether the buyer explicitly deceived the

seller. Transcripts were divided into two subsets, and each set

was evaluated by two coders. Initial inter-rater agreement was

adequate for both subsets of data (both k . 0.72), and dis-

agreements were resolved by a third coder. This measure

represents our key dependent variable.

(ii) Facial width-to-height ratio

Buyers’ facial ratios were collected from student photos

downloaded from the online class roster. Following Carré

et al. [12], we converted the photos to 8-bit grey scale and

standardized the pictures to a height of 400 pixels. Two

research assistants measured the width and height of each

face using NIH IMAGEJ software. Inter-rater agreement was

high for measurements of facial width (r ¼ 0.968, p ,

0.001) and height (r ¼ 0.965, p , 0.001), as well as for the

overall facial WHR (r ¼ 0.758, p , 0.001).
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(a) Preliminary analyses

Explicit deception occurred in 18.8 per cent of the nego-

tiations. A marginally greater proportion of men (25%,

n ¼ 13) than women (11%, n ¼ 5) engaged in deception,

x2(1, N ¼ 96) ¼ 3.25, p ¼ 0.07. Men (mean ¼ 1.78,

s.d. ¼ 0.12, range: 1.48–1.98) had marginally greater

facial ratios than did women (mean ¼ 1.74, s.d. ¼ 0.12,

range: 1.45–2.00), (F1,94 ¼ 3.36, p ¼ 0.07). The

relationships among sex, facial WHR and deception are

depicted in figure 1.

(b) Sex, facial width-to-height ratio and deception

To test our primary prediction, we conducted a logistic

regression with buyer deception as the dependent variable,

and buyer sex and buyer facial WHR as independent

variables. In support of our hypothesis, a significant inter-

action between buyer sex and buyer facial WHR emerged,

b ¼ 5.88, SE ¼ 2.69, Wald x2(1, N ¼ 96) ¼ 4.77, p ¼

0.03. To better understand this interaction, we conducted

separate logistic regressions for men and women. Consist-

ent with our thesis, men’s facial WHR was significantly

related to the use of deception (b ¼ 7.17, s.e. ¼ 3.46,

Wald x2(1, N ¼ 51) ¼ 4.29, p ¼ 0.04), while women’s

facial WHR was not related to deception (b ¼ 24.58,

s.e. ¼ 4.12, Wald x2(1, N ¼ 45) ¼ 1.24, ns).

These results support our hypothesis that facial WHR

predicts unethical behaviour in men. In a negotiation con-

text, men’s facial width, relative to facial height, predicted

whether they engaged in deception. Stated differently,

men with larger facial WHRs were more likely to explicitly

deceive their negotiation counterparts.

While this study provides initial evidence of an inter-

action between facial ratios and sex in predicting

unethical behaviour, there are two potential limitations of
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Figure 1. Study 1: mean facial WHR (+s.e.m.) of men and

women separated by deception behaviour. Filled bars, no
deception; unfilled bars, deception.
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our data. First, while study 1 successfully established the

relationship between facial WHR and unethical behaviour

in men, the design of study 1 did not assess our proposed

underlying mechanism: a psychological sense of power.

Second, deception was relatively rare in this study, perhaps

limiting our ability to determine whether the relationship

between facial WHR and unethical behaviour differs for

men and women. In the light of these potential limitations,

we conducted a second study to gain additional support for

the hypothesized relationship between men’s facial WHR

and unethical behaviour.
5. STUDY 2
The current study examines another form of unethical

behaviour: cheating. We presented participants with an

opportunity to cheat and unobtrusively gathered evidence

of ethical or unethical behaviour. We hypothesized that

men’s facial WHR would predict the degree to which they

cheated. In addition to extending our research to another

type of unethical behaviour, we examined the psychologi-

cal processes underlying the relationship between facial

WHR and ethics. Specifically, we tested our prediction

that the psychological experience of power mediates the

relationship between facial WHR and cheating.
6. METHOD
(a) Participants

We recruited 123 undergraduate students to participate

for course credit. Twenty participants failed to provide a

photo appropriate for our facial WHR calculation, result-

ing in a sample of 103 participants. Our sample was 49

per cent male (n ¼ 50) and 51 per cent female (n ¼ 53).

The sample was drawn from a population with an average

age of 22.

(b) Materials and procedure

Participants completed an online survey containing our

power measure among other unrelated questionnaires.

Following the survey, we presented participants with an

opportunity to cheat using the paradigm established by

Lammers et al. [14]. Participants were given the chance to

enter into a lottery for a $50 gift card as compensation for

completing the survey. The number of times they would

be entered into the lottery would be determined by a dice

roll. Participants were directed to a website (random.org)

that simulated the roll of two standard, six-sided dice. Par-

ticipants were instructed to roll the dice once, sum the two

dice together, and then enter this number into the survey.

Of course, participants were free to enter any number
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they chose. The dice roll was random and therefore logically

unrelated to any personal characteristics. Thus, any sys-

tematic relationship between participants’ characteristics

and the number reported in the survey is indicative of cheat-

ing behaviour [14].

We expected that men with greater facial WHRs would

report higher dice rolls. As the actual dice roll is completely

random, any relationship between facial WHR and the

reported rolls represents strong evidence that men with

high facial WHRs are over-reporting the results of their

roll (i.e. cheating). It is important to note that this paradigm

allows us to capture cheating behaviour only indirectly.

Indeed, our approach introduces potential noise to the

data as, for example, men with smaller facial WHRs may

legitimately roll and report higher dice totals. Thus, testing

for cheating behaviour using this paradigm represents a

conservative test of our hypotheses.

(i) Power

We measured power using a scale developed by Anderson &

Galinsky [20]. The scale assesses agreement with eight

statements such as ‘I can get people to listen to what I

say’, and ‘I think I have a great deal of power’ (1 ¼ disagree

strongly, 7 ¼ agree strongly). The scale demonstrated

adequate reliability (a ¼ 0.80).

(ii) Facial width-to-height ratio

Participants’ facial ratios were captured through photos

submitted to an online class roster. A trained research assist-

ant collected facial measurements using the procedures

described in study 1.
7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(a) Preliminary analyses

Means and standard deviations are presented in table 1.

Consistent with study 1, men’s facial WHR was margin-

ally greater than women’s facial WHR, F1,101 ¼ 3.07,

p ¼ 0.08. Men and women did not differ in their overall

sense of power, F1,101 ¼ 0.15, n.s. With regard to our

measure of cheating behaviour, the average dice roll

reported across all participants was 7.76 (s.d. ¼ 2.51).

This reported dice roll was significantly greater than the

average roll of seven expected by random chance (t102 ¼

3.06, p ¼ 0.003) indicating that cheating occurred in

this study. Both men (t49 ¼ 1.95, p ¼ 0.05) and women

(t52 ¼ 2.34, p ¼ 0.02) reported dice rolls significantly

higher than the roll expected by chance; the difference

between men and women in cheating behaviour was not

significant, F1,101 ¼ 0.14, n.s.

(b) Facial width-to-height ratio, power

and cheating

To test our hypothesis that men’s facial WHR would relate

to cheating behaviour, we regressed the reported dice roll on

sex and facial WHR. This analysis revealed a significant

interaction, b ¼ 2.11, t99 ¼ 2.04, p ¼ 0.04. To understand

this interaction, we conducted separate regressions for

men and women (table 1). Consistent with our predic-

tion, no significant relationship between facial WHR and

cheating emerged for women (b ¼ 20.01, t51 ¼ 20.04,

n.s.), while a significant positive relationship between

facial WHR and cheating emerged for men, b ¼ 0.36,

t48 ¼ 2.69, p ¼ 0.01.



Table 1. Study 2: means, standard deviations and correlations between variables for men and women. Significant correlations

(p , 0.05) are in boldface.

variable mean s.d. min max 1 2 3

men

1 facial WHR 1.79 0.15 1.44 2.08 —
2 power 5.40 0.69 4.00 7.00 0.31 —
3 cheating (dice roll) 7.66 2.40 3.00 12.00 0.36 0.41 —

women
1 facial WHR 1.73 0.21 1.21 2.31 —
2 power 5.34 0.70 3.75 7.00 0.17 —
3 cheating (dice roll) 7.85 2.64 2.00 12.00 20.01 0.06 —

facial
WHR

cheating
behaviour

power

0.31* 0.41**/0.33*

0.36**/0.26†

Figure 2. Study 2: mediation model. Coefficients are stan-
dardized bs. Numbers to the right of the slash represent
the standardized b in the simultaneous regression analysis.
Symbols: *p , 0.05; **p , 0.01; †p , 0.10.
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We next examined the psychological processes under-

lying the link between facial WHR and cheating for men

by exploring the mediating role of power (figure 2).

As expected, men’s facial WHR was significantly related

to power, b ¼ 0.31, t48¼ 2.23, p ¼ 0.03. When cheating

behaviour was simultaneously regressed on facial WHR

and power, the effect of power was significant (b ¼ 0.33,

t47¼ 2.44, p ¼ 0.02), while the effect of facial WHR was

only marginally significant, b ¼ 0.26, t47 ¼ 1.94, p ¼

0.06. To test the significance of this mediation, we con-

ducted bias-corrected bootstrapping analyses with 5000

resamples [21]. This analysis revealed a significant indirect

effect of facial WHR, mediated effect¼ 1.65, s.e. ¼ 1.02,

95% CI¼ 0.14–4.26. As the confidence interval did not

bridge zero, this analysis supports our conclusion that

power mediated the relationship between facial WHR

and cheating.

As we hypothesized, men’s facial WHR predicted cheat-

ing behaviour. Men, but not women, with greater facial

WHRs systematically reported higher dice rolls. As in pre-

vious research (e.g. [14]), this can be interpreted as clear

evidence of cheating. Men’s sense of power mediated this

relationship. Facial WHR appears to be closely related to

the psychological experience of power in men, and these

feelings of power translated directly into less ethical

behaviour. While the indirect nature of our cheating

measure limits our ability to draw strong conclusions

about cheating behaviour at the individual level, the results

of this study (as well as those of study 1) suggest a robust

relationship between facial WHR and unethical behaviour

in men.
8. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Across two studies, we demonstrated that men’s facial

structure predicts unethical behaviour. For the first time,

the current research shows that a persistent physical trait,

the facial WHR, reliably predicts deception (study 1) and

cheating (study 2). In addition, we identify the psycho-

logical underpinnings of the relationship between facial

metrics and unethical action: the psychological experience

of power. Men with greater facial WHRs felt more powerful,

and this sense of power directly affected their ethical

behaviour.

Two interesting sex differences emerged in our studies.

First, men’s facial WHR predicted unethical actions while

women’s facial WHR did not. These results are consistent

with previous research demonstrating that only men’s

facial ratios are strong predictors of behaviour (e.g.
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[10,13]). By establishing psychological and behavioural

correlates of facial WHR for men, this research collec-

tively supports the idea that the sexual dimorphism in

facial WHR is a result of selecting for greater facial

WHRs in men, rather than smaller facial WHRs in

women (cf. [11]). The second significant sex difference

in our results is that power predicted unethical behaviour

for men, while no relationship between power and ethics

was present for women. Whereas recent research examin-

ing the links between power and morality (e.g. [14,22])

has not reported any sex differences, our results suggest

that further examination of how men and women’s

moral judgements relate to power is warranted.

Our research makes a novel contribution to the grow-

ing literature exploring the evolutionary basis for moral

behaviour. Challenging previous assumptions, we identify

a stable physical trait that reliably predicts unethical be-

haviour. While some have hypothesized that genetically

determined physical traits are unlikely to emerge as pre-

dictors of unethical behaviour (e.g. [8]), we show that

persistent physical traits can indeed predict immoral

actions if they are also associated with positive factors in

intersexual and intrasexual selection.

The current research also makes important contri-

butions to the growing body of research examining the

behavioural correlates of the facial WHR. First, our

work complements the research of Stirrat & Perrett

[13], who demonstrated that men with higher facial

WHRs were more likely to exploit a counterpart’s trust

in an economic game. While the paradigm used in this

previous research makes it difficult to draw strong con-

clusions about the ethicality of men’s behaviour (i.e.

trust violators acted rationally from an economic perspec-

tive [23] and did not deceive or mislead the trusting

party), our research supports the position that trust viola-

tors may have actively and intentionally taken advantage

of others to further their own self-interest.

Second, we contribute to the literature on facial struc-

ture and behaviour by introducing a key psychological
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mechanism, the general sense of power, which not only

explains the link between facial WHR and ethics, but

may also underlie the relationships among facial WHR,

aggression and self-interest described in previous research

[10,12,13]. The relationship between facial WHR and

power should be explored further in future research.

Given the theorized links between power and optimism,

goal-directed behaviour and leadership ability [24], it

may be the case that facial WHR is a physical predictor of

these important psychological and behavioural outcomes

as well.

While we have adopted the perspective that biological

factors underlie differences in facial WHR, power and

unethical behaviour, it is important to recognize that

other developmental processes may play an important

part in forming these links as well. For example, Zebrowitz

and colleagues (e.g. [25–27]) have proposed that observed

links between physical characteristics and behaviours may

be due to a complex interplay in which physical traits

affect the social environment, which in turn elicits certain

behaviours. In the current context, one possibility is that

men with greater facial WHRs are perceived and treated

by others in ways that encourage unethical action (i.e. a

self-fulfilling prophecy). Recent research (e.g. [13,28])

has demonstrated that observers view men’s facial WHR

as a signal of aggression and untrustworthiness, and

adjust their behaviour as a result of these perceptions. If,

for instance, observers respond to facial cues by deferring

to men whom they perceive to be aggressive based on

their facial WHR, these men may find it easier to take

advantage of others. Similarly, if men with greater facial

WHRs are treated in ways that make them feel more power-

ful, this may foster a psychological sense of power which

then affects ethical judgement and behaviour.2 Thus,

future research should carefully examine the ways in

which facial morphology relates to facial perceptions, and

the effect of this relationship on psychological traits and

ethical behaviour.

In conclusion, our research provides a new perspective

to the study of the evolutionary foundations of morality

by identifying a genetically determined physical predictor

of unethical behaviour. We demonstrate that men with

wider faces (relative to facial height) feel more powerful,

and these feelings of power lead directly to less ethical

behaviour, including lying and cheating. Perhaps some

men truly are bad to the bone.
We gratefully acknowledge insightful comments provided by
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ENDNOTES
1Negotiating dyads included both mixed-sex and same-sex compo-

sitions. The pattern and significance of our results hold when

controlling for dyad composition.
2We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
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